Family Conversations – Going Deeper
Call/Listening to the Voice Inside (the voice of God)
From the time she was very little, Moana felt like the sea was
calling her. Have you ever felt your heart calling you to
something?
•
•
•

•
•

Explore with open-ended statements, like, “That
sounds interesting; tell me more!”
What are some ways that Moana knew the sea was
calling to her? What did we see that told us that the
sea was calling her?
Questions to go a little deeper: How did you know that
your heart was calling you? How was this different
from just wanting something? How might you test it to
see if your heart is really calling you? (In the song, “How far I’ll go,” Moana tries to
imagine herself staying on the island, following every else’s expectations for her. But she
knows the voice inside yearns for something else, and she ends up asking, “What is
wrong with me?”)
Have you ever thought that something was wrong with you because you weren’t like
other people? Do you think God made us all alike, with the same gifts and skills and
dreams?
How do you think Moana felt when she set out with the new boat? When she got
through the reef and looked back at the island?

Some lessons:
1. Following your heart can be super hard because we often don’t know what we’re being
called to do. We also want to make the people we love happy, and when our dreams
aren’t the same, or are very different from other people’s dreams, we think there is
something wrong with us. But God calls us each by name. We are made in the image of
God, who, as the Holy Trinity, is diversity in God’s own being. We are not meant to be
the same.
2. Everyone has a voice inside calling us to be who we were meant to be. But it is very hard
to distinguish that voice from other voices. Some ways the Moana story shows us for
discerning it’s your heart/God calling you:
Ø The call is persistent over time

Ø The idea of following the call brings joy and freedom (it may also bring fear:
other people don’t think you can do it; it would be really hard or even
dangerous; you don’t think you can do it; you might disappoint people…)
Ø Following the call can mean growth/healing/freedom/transformation for others.
Ø The world responds with openness when you take a step to respond. The Celtic
people called this “way opening.” It is illustrated clearly and repeatedly in the
movie: her grandmother and the sea make things possible (the sea literally
opens for her); she gets through the reef; she finds Maui… All of these are
affirmations of her call.
Ø God sometimes speaks plainly – both of today’s stories – that of Jonah and of the
call of Simon, Andrew, James, and John – have God speaking directly and plainly.
Ø But God also repeatedly speaks to people in a quiet voice (1 Samuel 3:4), or in
dreams (Matthew 1:20) or in deep yearnings (1 Samuel 1:11), or even in
messages from other people (John 1:43-44).
3. Deciding to follow a call can be thrilling, but almost right away, after the first blush of
excitement and affirmation (e.g., she gets through the reef), you might begin to wonder
if you’ve made a mistake.

Getting/Needing Help in fulfilling a call
Moana can’t save her people
by herself. She has to get Maui
to help. But Maui just wanted
Moana’s boat. He didn’t want
to work with her, or go with her
at all.
Here are some questions to
explore together:
•
•
•

Why do you think Maui just wanted the boat and didn’t want to go with Moana?
How do you think Moana felt that Maui wouldn’t go with her (and then trapped her in
the cave and stole her boat)?
Do you think when your heart calls you to do something that you have to do it by yourself?

Going deeper – How do you think Moana felt about whether she was really the one destined to
restore the heart of Te Fiti when Maui didn’t want to go?
Some Lessons:
1. This is Moana’s first “failure.” Crashing on the island might have looked like a failure, but
it was Maui’s island, so what looked like failure turned out immediately to be an
important element of her quest.
2. Maui isn’t interested in the plan, won’t go with her, and eventually traps her in a cave.
She could have given up. But at this point, she is still early enough in her quest (and not
weary or beaten down by failures) that she summons her strength (and anger and
disappointment at Maui), and escapes. THEN, the sea responds with more “way
opening” to get her back on the boat. Very often, we have to take the first step before
the world responds with grace/way opening.
3. Very often, a true call requires the help/cooperation of others. We were meant to be in
community, and so a true calling will almost always bring us deeper into relationship
with others. That often means relying on one another, making ourselves vulnerable to
others, building up others, etc.
Ø Sometimes the community part happens just in the resolution or fulfillment part
– e.g., the call is to summon the courage to do something to restore a
relationship, and the connection comes in the resolution of the call.
4. From Maui’s perspective, he is used to being a solo hero, and wants no part of being a
part of someone else’s quest. His only thought is for himself – to restore his own
magical power and status. Note that Maui’s self-focused plan – to steal the boat and get
his hook so that he can restore his power and status – isn’t the plan that works out. He
has to go on the quest with Moana, and eventually even his deepest yearning (to have
his power restored) is fulfilled beyond even what he would have imagined (Te Fiti
forgives him, completely healing that relationship.)
Ø There is much to be explored in this story simply from Maui’s perspective,
starting with why he took the heart (to give humans the power of creation).
Although it was for a reason that looked good on the surface, his action ended
up causing a great deal of pain and brokenness that spread out over time and
space. That is a sure sign that the calling was not of God. But when we see the
pain and brokenness caused, we are called to repair/heal/restore it. Maui ends
up making things right by going on this quest with Moana.
Ø You can see Maui’s growth and struggles in the story – having to make himself
vulnerable to a little girl, facing his inability to fix things all by himself without his
magical powers (when Moana doesn’t even have magical powers), facing their

failure after their first battle with Te Ka, his change of heart, his courage in trying
to distract Te Ka even when his hook has been destroyed… There is MUCH here
to learn from an unwilling hero. (Like Jonah, or Moses)

A Call and Discouragement, Failure, and Growth
What are some times when Moana and/or
Maui want to give up?
•

Explore with lots of questions
about how they must have felt,
what things happened that made
them want to give up, etc.

•

Going deeper: Were they wrong to
want to give up? Was Maui just being selfish to want to keep some of his powers rather
than lose them forever? Can you imagine being in that kind of situation? What about
Moana? Once Maui left, did she think she could do it herself? What about the story she
had been told? Didn’t it require Maui’s help? She didn’t have any magical powers. How
was she going to get away from Te Ka?
Ø Note that it was not at all unreasonable or cowardly for them to want to give up
after the first fight with Te Ka. Maui was risking all of his powers forever – and he
had waited years and years to get them back. So continuing in their quest put
everything he knew in jeopardy. Almost no one is willing to take risks like this.
Ø For Moana, the story as she knew it required the help of Maui. She never
thought she could do it herself, so when he left, of course she would feel as if
she HAD to go home! She was just a girl; the story required magical powers –
Maui’s magical powers. This is a huge lesson in how the stories we are told or tell
ourselves can limit us even without us being aware of it.

•

The scene where Moana gives the heart of Te Fiti back to the sea is SO sad, but it – and
what follows – is one of the most important scenes in the movie, and a very powerful
example of how
you can
overcome an
obvious sense of
failure to get the
courage to keep
on going.

•

Going Deeper – What must Moana have been feeling when she gave the heart back to
the sea? What do you think she is feeling when she sees the glowing ray and her
grandmother? How does Moana change her mind? What changes her mind? How did
YOU feel when she popped back up after getting the heart back, and all the spirits are
gone? How did Moana feel? Have you ever felt able to do something because you knew
you had already been tested and were stronger than you thought?

Going Deeper – Call and Identity:
When Moana is at her most desperate, her
grandmother’s spirit (and the spirits of her ancestors)
appear to her. Why does her grandmother ask her if she
knows who she is? How does Moana answer? (You can
re-watch the scene where she and her grandmother sing
the song “I Am Moana” – you can watch it here.) Does it
help you to know stories about how your ancestors,
including your parents and grandparents, were strong
and courageous? Do you think failure – or what looks
like failure – can help you grow? How did it help Moana
grow and learn?
Lessons:
1. Moana draws comfort and strength from the spirit of her grandmother. We can do that
even when we can’t see them shimmering in front of us.
2. Moana is reminded that she has already come so far. This is a very powerful moment.
Her father thought it was too dangerous to go beyond the reef, and now here she is in
the middle of the sea, having brought herself to Maui’s island, to the island of Monsters
to get Maui’s fishhook, and to Te Fiti’s island. She has battled Kakamora and tricked the
giant crab, and learned to navigate by the stars. She has been brave and strong, and
smart. This alone is a very strong awareness for when we tell ourselves something is too
hard, or when we are discouraged or have failed.
3. Moana is invited to see that failure leaves scars (like her torn sail) but that it can bring
powerful learning. She now knows that she needs to approach the island with another
strategy.
4. Moana draws strength and inspiration
from remembering that her ancestors
were voyagers, and now SHE is one as
well. You can contrast the way she says
“I am Moana” before she dives into the
sea to get the heart, with much earlier

in the movie where she rehearsed what she would say to Maui. She IS Moana and proud
of it, and understands what it means to have a name that means “the deepest sea.”
5. She “knows the way…” This is also critical. She now knows the way to overcome fear
and discouragement. She knows the way to remember who you are, to find who you
really are. And she can show others. To discover that you have something that you can
teach others is very empowering.

The final resolution/revelation with Te Ka and Te Fiti
You can watch it again here. This
is a deep, powerful lesson of the
movie, and Moana’s power to
“defeat” Te Ka comes from
knowing who Te Ka is. Moana is
unafraid, probably because this
knowledge helps her see Te Ka’s
sadness and vulnerability. She
realizes that her call was to heal
Te Ka, which would, in turn, heal
her people. She claims her power,
saying to the sea, “let her come to me.” (It is the first time in the movie that she tells the sea
what to do.)
Ø This scene, of course, calls to mind the parting of the Red Sea, but instead of a rescue
that involves the death of Pharoah’s army, this is a rescue that takes no lives – just
restores one.
Going Deeper Questions: Why do you think Te Ka stops throwing fireballs and chases into the
sea after Moana? Don’t you think she would be scared that the sea would close in on her?
Why do you think she doesn’t try to kill Moana? Why do you think Moana isn’t scared?
Notice that she starts to cool down
a little (she gets less fiery red, and
more dark) as the scene
progresses. Why do you think that
is?

Why does she let Moana
touch her? Have you seen
Moana do that with anyone
else? (She does this with
her grandmother several
times) Why isn’t Moana
scared of getting burned?
Why do you think Te Fiti
turned into Te Ka? Do you
think she forgot who she
really was? How did she
forget? How did she
remember? How did she
become her real self again?
Does she still have some
anger inside of her? Is anger
inside of all of us? What if
we get super angry all the
time? Can we turn into someone we don’t want to be? Can we eventually forget who we are?
How can we be angry or hurt without turning into a fiery monster that destroys things?

Big picture – Now she knows the way
Moana now knows her way
back home. She knows the
stories of her ancestors that
people had stopped telling.
And she has learned how to
overcome fear,
discouragement, failure,
other people’s expectations,
challenges, storms, etc. She
has become her real self. And
she can teach this to others.
She can help her people remember who they are – and she knows the way! One big lesson of
this story is that being your true self is what the world needs – to heal, to grow, to explore.
And once you’ve found your ways of navigating the difficulties and challenges of life, you can
teach the way to others, so they can be THEIR best selves. We can be part of a never-ending
chain of courage and healing and love. But note how important it is that the ancestors’ stories
are shared. People lose who they are when they become disconnected from their stories. This is
one purpose of church – to pass on the stories of our ancestors and show people the way.

